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Abstract 
By contrast with most bilingual dictionaries, Das Große Oxford Wörterbuch für Schule undBerufwas written 
for one user-group only, with the aim of creating a bilingual dictionary which was also a pedagogical tool. 
This affected editorial decisions about the shape ofthe dictionary at all levels: from coverage to the selection of 
which information should be shown on each side ofthe dictionary and the way in which it should be presented. 
This paper looks at the ways in which this dictionary is different from both conventional bilingual dictionaries 
and monolingual learners' dictionaries, and at the differences between the two halves ofthe dictionary. 

1. A Tale ofTwo Halves: Writing a Bilingual Dictionary for Students of 
English 
Most bilingual dictionaries are written for two language groups, each with two basic needs, 
encoding and decoding. It has long been acknowledged by lexicographers that this situation 
is less than ideal, but whether for commercial reasons or simply through a lack of attention 
to users' needs, it has remained the case that most dictionaries above the size of, say, a 
learner's pocket volume, tend to be bi-directional, i.e. they attempt to be four different 
dictionaries, hi dictionaries which contain a minimum of information, with little beyond a 
translation, this problem is less apparent, but the limitations of such dictionaries are obvious. 
Dictionaries which give fuller treatment to both languages will inevitably include large 
amounts ofinformation which is superfluous to one or other ofthe user groups: information 
about pronunciation or irregular forms ofthe L1, for example, or notes explaining customs 
and culture in one of the language communities. Equally, the language used for the 
disambiguation ofmultiple translations may be the 'wrong' one and add to the difficulty of 
using the dictionary for one group of users, hi both of these cases, the bilingual dictionary 
was generally seen as unsuitable for use in ELT classrooms. 

Our task when we embarked on the Großes Oxford Wörterbuch für Schule und Beruf 
was to write a dictionary which was only for learners ofEnglish. We did not attempt to meet 
the needs ofEnglish speakers learning German, and thus the task ofwriting four dictionaries 
was reduced to two. This enabled us to sharpen the focus ofthe dictionary and to concentrate 
on meeting the needs of our target audience: primarily German speakers in their final years 
ofschool and preparing for a school-leaving exam. 
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Because we were not aiming at professional users of language such as translators, but 
mainly at students who are upper-intermediate to advanced learners, the emphasis was very 
much on the pedagogical, and the dictionary bears many ofthe haUmarks ofits relation, the 
monolingual learner's dictionary. However, the monolingual learner's dictionary caters for a 
worldwide audience with widely varying needs and does not aim to fulfil the specific 
requirements of one language group, which was our objective here. 

So, although in many ways our approach mirrored that of our colleagues who 
produce monolingual ELT dictionaries, in others our narrower focus took us down a 
different path, and what resulted was not only a dictionary that was both different from 
'traditional' bilingual dictionaries and different from monolingual learners' dictionaries but 
also containing two halves that are very different from each other, as even a glance at the 
dictionary reveals. 

As more and more insights are gained into how languages behave, lexicographers 
feel under pressure to include ever more material in their dictionaries. However, where size, 
weight and price of a book continue to exert constraints, careful choices must still be made. 

We are not serving our users well by simply giving them the maximum amount of 
information possible. I would go as far as to say that our aim was often to give them as little 
as possible. Any teacher will acknowledge that for the best of pedagogical reasons, what is 
taught to pupils is often only a part ofthe whole picture. 

Our research with users showed that students at this level use the two halves of their 
bilingual dictionaries in quite distinct ways. They use the English side primarily for 
decoding, and the German side is the entry point for encoding. We decided therefore that the 
focus of the dictionary had to reflect that: on the English side the emphasis was to be on 
meaning; on the German side it had to be usage. On this basis we made decisions which 
affected the whole of the working method: decisions not only about what to include, but 
where it would be most useful. 

2. Coverage 
m Germany, teachers expressed the opinion that the wordcount on the English side of the 
dictionary had to be as high as possible, and in response to this, we included more entries on 
the English-German side of the dictionary. It is true that at this level, students have gone 
beyond the very controlled input of earlier years and may be exposed to widely varying 
types of text. Nor does one have the luxury of looking up a near synonym when the word 
one needs to know about is not in the L1. So, in terms of numbers of items included, the 
count is much higher - 34% - on the English-German side. On the German-English side, 
however, we could assume that the words that users would look up would be part of their 
active vocabulary and therefore unlikely to be, say, archaisms or highly technical items. On 
this side we could also assume that the users would in many cases be able to think of a new 
synonym to look up if the first search proved fruitless, hi particular, we felt it was possible 
to exclude German idioms which could easily be expressed another way since we could rely 
on the native speakers' knowledge to guide them to a related item. An example might be the 
idiom aufetwas geeicht sein - be somebody's speciality. We didn't think that this was so 
common that it had to be included, particularly since the user could find translations by 
looking up something like sich aufetwas verstehen. On the other hand, it is much harder to 
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think of another way to express the idea Partei ergreifen (take sides), so that would be an 
idiom which definitely earns its place in the dictionary. One criterion for inclusion was 
therefore 'this is the only way to say X'. 

3. Headword Information 
Not only is the headword count higher on the English side of the dictionary, but this side 
remains the repository for most of the information about the headword: its part of speech, 
which can be a vital orientation, irregular forms and a transcription of the pronunciation, or 
in the case of compounds, an indication of primary and secondary stress. This is necessary 
since by no means all the words here will appear as translations on the German side, but the 
user looking them up may still need to recognize inflected forms or know how they are 
pronounced. Some of this information is of course also useful for encoding - irregular forms 
of verbs, plurals of nouns, and comparative and superlative forms of adjectives are included 
here for the purpose of recognition but are clearly useful for the user wishing to encode, m 
order to avoid repetition of this information, which would not only take up valuable space 
but make the GE entry unwieldy and difficult to read, the device was used of marking the 
item with an asterisk to alert the users to a morphological irregularity which, if in doubt, they 
should check on the other side. 

The German headword, by contrast, looks rather lonely to the user who is familiar 
with the conventional bilingual dictionary and expects to see it flanked by information about 
its part of speech, possibly pronunciation, grammar, or gender. But this information is 
known to the users, and even if it is not, it is not the object of their search in the English 
dictionary. Rarely is this information needed for the purpose of locating the right entry - 
there are only a handful of occasions where we found it necessary to label German 
headwords with their part of speech, for example to distinguish homographs of different 
word classes from each other (überlegen, verb and adjective), or genders (Leiter, der/die). 

4. Structure of Entries 
The structure of the entries on both sides of the dictionary is translation-driven. Division 
into numbered groups is by translation, not 'sense'. • a monolingual dictionary saw the 
meaning of a word as having 7 subdivisions, but three of them could all be translated by the 
same German word, then those senses would be conflated. An example would be the 
English noun life which has 14 senses in the sixth edition ofthe OxfordAdvancedLearner's 
Dictionary but can be translates by Leben in almost all of them. Similarly the German 
headword Bogen has one numbered group for the English translation bow with 
discriminators showing that this covers the archery, weaponry and musical senses. Nor did 
we follow the usual practice in bilingual dictionaries of splitting verb entries into transitive, 
intransitive, and reflexive sections, which often results in a great deal of repetition. An 
example would be cry which in one meaning translates as schreien or rufen in both the 
transitive and the intransitive use - this is treated in one numbered group in the Großes 
Oxford Wörterbuch, whereas these translations figure once in each section for most bilingual 
dictionaries which list all the transitive uses followed by all the intransitive uses. 
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GQ vi • í= w**p} weínen. heulcn {inf); {oeoy} 
schreien; ••* waa -ing ter he teddy butr sic 
weinte •••• íhrem Teddy; ..< or rti.gfoe yo« 
s0mcthbr9 ta - abovt ... und dann weìBt du. 
wanffli du heutst [tnf) 
•&] í» ey#) rufen; {i<zioeA schreien; {#««: 
bwníííi heuie:it; (<tnimci ••) schreien; te * ter 
hcft> um Hitìe roieii/5ch?csen; «he eri«đ fer * 
tntn*Jfot u>mcbo4y to ••••. sie rief/schrì« 
nach i*iner Kfankcnschwester/uach jcman- 
ìiem 
00 * GÖ í- *-*W' wjt) fyfen; {bafc>rf schreien; 
to » mtrey (••; Ł;rer> um Gnade fiehen; he 
cried to mc to 30 «way er rief mir «i: dass :tb 
verschwir<deji soîhe; si-?eiying,weif 
'vfel í" e^*wwx*) ausruŕen 
^3 t= mapi bkt0f •• «í< weitiC3i; t* - on*4 
eyetfbe#n ••• sieh {*ŕdE) die Aujsen 
ausw^men/herx^erreiSsnd weinen; to * on«- 
tatf to >retp sieh m <jgn Sťh.'af werncn  

Figurel: cry - Collins German Dictionary 

cry1 /kmu Verb <cr1es crying, cried, cried) 1 w^nen. 
:•:heuleìi; {£#£?) schreien > Tfcc ••• «•» crying /ar íts 
••••• Bas Baby schrie naoh soinor M\ntev, 2 schreien, 
ijÄn ft. ••• for •• xtm HUře schwìen 3 ••?; V##?0 
il&ftreten 553 ,cry faul (amtgs) sich Uber ungerechte 

Figure 2: cry - Das große Oxford Wörterbuch 

MasKf gehen; U *rL 8. vetm*ien, ia«i 
iaus)rufen: :- for fteip um Hilte rufen; 
» /or vengeance nach Riicîte schreien; 
9- wť.inen. hcuii;n. ^¡mmern; 10. hite*. 
anschiyg6R,. beJtem llï. w& 11. *•«. 
schreie«, (••)•••••; 12- &Ww* ťítf. 
jAusrufön; 13. f5ohi-n tím;-14..weinen:« 
ort6'tt «ye» ouí siťb die Augen *m*wei' 
••»: -aa, to s/*epswh iit den Sdii;tr 

.weiEîcn; «down w¡. heruntersehen, 
-•••••«;«. ottM. •. víl (j>tu(/Jich} 
ab&agen,- zu'rüekucica {vonl; - aut: I 
iv'ï,- atKruíän; II víl - aufcchràem - 
against heftig prote&tercn gegen; for 
jxyfns o*it louđt r. verdammt nocîi 
•••• •> up v/J. butňinmcťi.  

Figure 3: cry-Langenscheidts Großes Schulwörterbuch 

Idioms follow the pattern of monolingual dictionaries such as the newest editions of 
the OxfordAdvancedLearner's Dictionary in that they are collected in a separate section at 
the end ofthe entry. Rather than being assigned to a particular sense - something which in 
any case is not always possible - they stand out better in this position and are clearly 
different from the examples and the numbered senses, which can be a problem in a 
'standard' bilingual dictionary where there is often no typographic distinction between 
examples and more fixed expressions. 
English phrasal verbs also appear separately after the main senses of the verb entry, a 
practice also followed by conventional bilingual dictionaries. However, the Großes Oxford 
Wörterbuch follows the practice ofthe learner's dictionary in giving the citation form as, for 
example, look sth up, which makes information about the position of the object pronoun 
explicit in the most straightforward way.    The Collins German Dictionary gives the 
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information, using-a label vt sep., but other dictionaries, including the Langenscheidt and 
PONS dictionaries which are called Schülerwörterbücher ignore the issuecompletely. It 
could be argued that this information about phrasal and prepositional verbs is not vital for 
decoding, but we see it as part of the process of establishing look sth up as the pattern that 
should be learned and the form that is given as a translation on the German-English side. 

nachschlagen1 look sth up » ein Zitat nachschlagenlook 
up a quotation *• Vorsicht: look up wird immer rait éíném 
Objekt gebraucht: Schlag mal (im Wörterbuch) nach. Lopk 
it up (in the dictionary). ^_L 

Figure 4: nachschlagen - Das große Oxford Wörterbuch 

bi line with the sixth edition of the Oxford Advanced Learner 's Dictionary and other 
recent dictionaries, we have not included any nested compounds on the English side. Multi- 
word items become headwords in their correct alphabetical position. This addresses the 
problems formerly encountered by learners in locating compounds, but relies on their ability 
to recognize the item as a compound. To assist in this, cross-references are included from 
the individual entries to compounds which are not transparent, for instance, from measles to 
German measles. Derivatives, too, have their own entries, and thus alphabetical order is 
never disrupted. On the German side, compounds are nested to allow for high coverage in a 
language which is particularly rich in combined forms, but again, alphabetical order is 
retained and so the user has no difficulty in locating a nested item. 

5. Translations 
The aim on the German-English side was to give as few translations as possible. This, too 
sounds at first like heresy, an impoverishment ofthe text, but it is guided by the pedagogical 
approach. Our aim was to give the learner the smallest number possible of the most 
productive translations. This was arrived at by the comparative study of corpora , so for 
example for the verb einbüßen we were able to identify as common collocates: 
Attraktivität/Reiz; Bedeutung, Faszination, Unabhängigkeit, Wert, Führungs- 
/Spitzenposition, and amounts ofmoney or time. 

Possible translations include lose and forfeit but we were able to show that the 
English translations of the collocates all combined acceptably with lose, and while forfeit 
could stand with some of them, it was considerably less common, m this case we opted to 
leaveforfeit out ofthe equation completely and to give a single translation, 'lose'. 

Where multiple translations are necessary, they are never left undiscriminated, 
whereas on the English-German side, where the user is able to make an informed choice of 
translations based on native-speaker instincts, the need for disambiguation is not as crucial. 
The discriminators on both sides were in German to facilitate location of the correct 
translation. This did not give us the opportunity to show different translations dependent on 
English collocates - we preferred to show this information in example phrases. 
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6. Grammatical information 
This is one area where the same principles were applied on both sides, although they were 
different from standard lexicographic practice for either monolingual learners' dictionaries 
or bilingual dictionaries. Here we focused on the places where there is a mismatch between 
the two languages, as these are the likely occasions when doubt or error may arise. 
Countability labelling, omnipresent in monolingual learners' dictionaries but generally rather 
neglected in conventional bilinguals, is therefore used selectively in the Große Oxford 
Wörterbuch. So a word like Heizung, which can be countable in German (Wir lassen eine 
neue Heizung einbauen) needs its translation heating to be labelled pj] = uncountable to 
warn the user offproducing phrases such as *a new heating or *new heatings. More detailed 
information is given in a separate study section in the middle of the dictionary, so where a 
fuller explanation is needed than can be given within an entry, for example in the cases 
where a singular or plural verb can be used, there is a cross-reference to a paragraph there. 

I mentioned above that verb entries were not explicitly divided into transitive, 
intransitive and reflexive sections. This was information which we concluded to be 
superfluous in the majority of entries. ïïi many cases, the source and the target language 
matched and a mistake or a misunderstanding would be unlikely to occur. Where it was 
important to give some information about the presence or absence of an object, we opted for 
a pattern in bold type, 

afehängsn 1 von etw ~ depend on stn » Von dieser Em- 
scheińung hängt sehr vUH ah. Ä í«t döptmds on this dßci- 
síon. • Das hängtganz davonab. òh... It all depends on 
whether... 2 von jdm ~be<)ependem onsij <> Sie hängen 
finanziell von •• ob. They're financially dependent on 
hiro. 3 etw {von etw) ~ (kenmterneht>um)take*Rih down 
(fitiin äth) » ein l>osterabhangeittaUe down a postar 4 etw 
ivon etw) ~ (abkuppelní uncoupie sth (from srtt> S jdn ~ 
{Wettbewerb) leave* sb trailing; (Verfi>lger) shake* sb off6 
(fau!emeni lounge around 7 (Wr/scA>hang4 

Figure 5 : abhängen - Das große Oxford Wörterbuch 

or, in a few exceptional cases, for a warning note (e.g. at stören). 

Stören 1 disturb * Stärihn nicbtbeide.rAreeitTk>n'tais: 
turb hlm when he's working. « Less dkh ttkht stören! Don't 
Jet me disturbyou! <> DkAutoknacker wurdm heim Dieb- 
stahl gesturi. The car thteves vvere dtsiurbeď on the job. í 
lMxsihnmi^efwn~hkrsU>nernur.ijiibim%amthyox\~ 
he's only in the way her». » Entschuldigen Sie, wenn khS'w 

siöre. í'm sòrry to bother you. » Disturb muss im Engli- 
schen immer mit einem Objekt- gebraucht wwdon: Stört 
ich'f Am t disturbing you? 2 (unterbrechen) disrupt -><few 

Figure 6: stören - Das große Oxford Wörterbuch 
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The complement frame, or Strukturformel was also our vehicle of choice for conveying 
information about required constructions (infinitive or -ing-form?) and prepositions on both 
sides ofthe dictionary. 

7. Examples 
The role played by examples in the learner's dictionary is crucial, and the different roles 
taken by examples in the two halves of our dictionary is perhaps the most striking of the 
contrasts between the German and the English sides. On the English into German side, the 
users are likely to have met the word in a context and very often will be satisfied with a one- 
word translation which they can fit into their sentence, and even adapt as necessary. The 
only problems will arise when the translation given does not readily fit into the context in 
which the user has met it. The examples that we had to show on the English-German side 
were therefore those reflecting a common use of the headword, but one in which the simple 
substitution of the headword translation would not yield a satisfactory German sentence. 
They might therefore appear to be rather a collection of oddities. On the German-English 
side, however, where we know our user is going for information on encoding, the example 
must function as model sentence or phrase which will help students use the item correctly in 
context. So the examples must be useful in demonstrating typical patterns, collocations, 
contexts, etc. and also be generalizable. Thus, unsurprisingly, the average number of 
examples per entry is much higher (89%) on this side. 

Sometimes the examples have to shoulder the entire burden of all the content of a 
sense group, because no translation is possible of the headword as a single item. This 
happens, for instance, with a whole group of German nouns, where, although there would 
appear to be a single-word translation, our corpus research showed that the it would not be 
an appropriate equivalent. An example would be the German noun Klärung, which is 
generally translated in bilingual dictionaries as 'clarification'. It seems logical that when 
klären means 'clarify', it should be possible to translate Klärung by 'clarification'. 
Comparison of English and German corpora showed us, though, that this translation will be 
unlikely to produce a natural-sounding English sentence.  

líujtMutĽ ¡Kttjyyíxiťlíi.fcKíiťfl, ' •••• ¿íit^ť Kłnrruftf; 
gehL4Ti< ubv>u:t coier Swít« triňe ł ¡uJifcaHr •••••••• 
•wtítaíirfiíTho•řt«ťh *<m KiubmheHnř KJa*runfc 
(>ui<V. ••(••-• t,.<mmo ť* <^htfit'lt .'u «i»ci Kbnmng 
;eiliaCftftÍK l>i. 4««!;"xJ !xi<teH4>itRgvfKi iJĘi KlM*rttng 

h wi. Auťi» !»et'M'iNpucb Picclii« «w. tyliipt KfeťiuMg 
!i4dcHc 'Jv<>smuftnr>np l*xxbsincftij?<iivhe Ktoťruug 

h*iM*rfi « nlk'n iitc rci:ftti>ehrt ,••• niriip>.Jiii^ht; htacrung 
I'iM<:rt l:*ntVumtaiing%p^ttik.. i!i<: (lt>"jwml i4Bw k<WruiMg 
Í>K MiPHll\*aW. 2!NijAA &V&itf .i*. !^•• K1c«?un« 
, lta/vi (ťhitHi v.tim {k4*fticl Uiř aL>vhiwK*oiKfc ••••• 

*cn Koi)C!ikt tawcfi Hftd M Mv iU>)Jc-ti l'isc)i >ui ••••••« 
hcrtHOtKcm .<jt> ' AwCWinnciftnon^irueiugi K)atnms 
••«• • *¥> W,K;hrcad ii«: *etiHvíunssrtvhUtV*«. Klnerung 

?.• •.•- vy'awm't*o<£urt£,• •<••1•$• imtl <Jic KtMm*t<g 
• iV;rttnwn^*pťrsclí*í*jii. *iaw nrtc etK^iMTiiipí RbKrung 
USV*Sfst/* /• <ion ' ••&•••••••• ' Mjxï tïi« KíiMrung 

nç Hi^(i»mt vv;ii('jErO^>*i!>>4> M(Xfrft)'4:=r, /iif Klat^Ufrg 
•!(!*• uu*ç*sci>l«nddiVï«m rat KMiMdxmn.'ii^i*n •••••••• 

¿> (iaft:iav-A'f!WLK{^, * ])uwn cť(»l ť* i>iii uw šiis- KIn*rung 
iññtsett Aw &:hiuK*suttJfcx jiO)jHgi-(t. yf» '/.»t Kla*rtmjj 
•wui^whMKWK ^ , rfer 4ÍĽh um «ne ••••••••••. Klarn+113 

••) Ow.*iiu<M*fvhtilxt *pnwhcn *teh )'i«r ti(w Ktart'ut>s 
:?> Dá* •;••£••••• *ieM tfcr p*w&\w*isn •.1•••••• 

(i<*(** y» ••-ila ' ».. t\ia «••••• 'ťbttva •••.•••:» KIwrtwHß 
.iinaS<>] •••)|• ,4icf'4bxiUmwhi^4ttit<lit: <41iM*rttnp 

••«< ,fiiwhat<irHB.dwSfaw^tt<'nr<xhw ;4fc1ciiK: Wswvn« 

* . u';tti!Fu t*v^lt . *i:* Ł-• :fTi í»Cťl:4*H 
v . H-atum isŠM»*tJ»'«w dťt &wiçe Kaih>^.ii 
.4ieuohr( ••»1••1•-•-••«»•.••««•••«1.{(* 
. N Mit •• HiuMxtvfe JHÌK.S Jnhí. '>h ufxí 
. Auwc«(»(nť«:«t<-r Piiííí>it(i«v' w;*y MfflK<ai !tt>> 
. Hfåi*MANN:NG ÖK l*AF ••• ••1• •• 
. ibmadi bcainiujií «jiUa**uK;v-«AKUSKUH 
jfci"i(Kr(cf>. JSŕt Aíbciífcívri-ťrtKW.I l3t4amtR 
t*Mfcii1' . SoÉartjw *ajivsi<:h_fr>J>*:*ifcri(I 

•*er At»nïi<:v«ï( kiK:)i11( A,'^mUiso i11 Rirs\ í 
der • ftťilcmwHK \ i4i HwoíKiřwJii «»w 
«ter Asy:t>n>b!einaMk *•uiwtH'KKifhf«« , »a; 
Air lSrtv;'»««#Sfcnwih<\tí' cr*i >JuK'b ¡:i» ':rw 
(&< ¡:liflwl/îiaïï (h*tllwhr^ .'vt»i«lí«í* KitNs«ih 
Uc( l:raŕ« . »vw laeť <Se Schamhrn a«i i=cwwt 
iÄfí Ha!tung?irag< *i<*h «uvít kinřWbcn »itíi 
*r Kdxs«ntw£C wKi« 4Mdriiiylir*< Aiilgwh<;( 
4er i.«i«ł kAs'fíh * ťíe(ae»íf««'. ° hei^vi*m 
tter Ktvt•itigŕ n»^pit-gî »»'••••• ' Zwą* •« 
•'• Ktvtuftvrri^tfttiiHnr: Awt«:hł-;i ÍÍtCi^hťst 
<teľ l.:rtJ:i)*4'iiMif*itc'JW tóťUl -USWti:^t#A1 •• »i 
tfcr gC£r•eili$C» V<v<v-iM:ttv Vť4» Vi/Oth«J!r: 
Uč* umstjtf6cm:"8echliitj1üdü'«iäW4-<p>N 
iiťň :'«¡••* ansĽáci«tr«J rr:il ^jnisviwi <lcI*w 
«ťh XlM:hitni»^w>i x;in % iJtí ;u4f•hc Jioiifp;m 
UcxMi<\b an k'<t4!tu(jMfi fíiAii»; (^tW*fciii' 
de« S;;r.ift i ••«! JctwKťsleitt (^•• ;uaUsths ŕ 

Figure 7 : Corpus Lines - Klärung 
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The German noun tends to come up in contexts like 'die Klärung der Lage, der Situation, 
der Verhältnisse', whereas 'clarification' does not come up in these types ofsentence. There 
are no citations whatsoever on the British National Corpus of 'clarification ofthe question' 
and only one of 'clarification ofthe situation'. This is clearly not the typical way of 
expressing this kind of idea, so we had to look further for our translation by searching on the 
collocates to find how these ideas are typically expressed in English, and we find that very 
often, English uses a verbal construction, and so this is what we have shown in examples in 
our entry: 'Hisjob was to resolve organizationalproblems ', 'until the case isfinally solved' 
etc. 

Klärung 1 (meistmiteinem Verbiibersetzí) ; Erwarfiirdie 
Klärung organisatarúxher Fragen 2iuitandig. HL« job was 
to resolve organizational prahlems. <; Bis 2vr ••••••••• 
KlänmghatdwlbtiseijedeAuslamftuertceigert. Unti! the 
case isl.lmii!y solved, ihe police huverefusett to give any in- 
formation. « mr der Klärung der Eigentumsverhältnisse 
before ownership is established <•• Smfnrdarn cine, gericht- 
liche Klärung. They want the issue to be settled by the 
court » Skhe audi KLÄREN 2 (um Abwässern) purifica- 
tion 

Figure 8 - Klärung - Das große Oxford Wörterbuch 

I hope that by not giving the 'obvious' equivalent we will be helping steer students away 
from a one-for-one, word-by-word attitude to translation, which has long been a criticism 
levelledat the use ofbilingual dictionaries. 

8. Usage Notes 
Usage notes familiar from the learners' monolingual dictionaries have become a feature of 
bilingual dictionaries in recent years, hi fact they have become such a selling point that a 
sprinkling of boxes which go beyond what a normal dictionary entry can convey have 
become seemingly obligatory, even when it is difficult to see what real purpose they might 
fulfil. We were able to tailor the content of out notes to the needs of the German-speaking 
user. 

Cultural notes explaining features of life in the English-speaking world (again where a 
translation might give little enlightenment) obviously belong on the English side. 

sponsor2   apojyyfr) ,imL Stwin    Vvrb 1 *oon<*rn 
sfMrts f» WÏÎ> *w>tt4*ml ft> íňř lotoi<o 'OfifötfrV ««i íiíT 
TribdUr^twstnegt^pnnwttjbpnrtwratbtaitungen 

ïn •••••••••• ist i«¡ uMi<h ••• ftit- WohMIMs 
ki4*ivraerke •1 Pibnngflïi tEttt<*tn ••• 2 tì PVK> 
bwtsmmi« ••••• Jsuft »sittet «tet scliwmimt •>• 
Frt?unde. RtîkaBnt« K<Mt?gftt u •. bittet, Geld ?u g<'bi?n 
k4&r Sprnítet «erspncht ••• ftf*ttmmte Sttmrße / •. 
,W Pwtte pro MKte. d'e &fftii flddl ct('i tfvpaust<tftttftg 
FiRSf?<*fmmeit%}rd tiíří voa spwwi>r rm;ar a ••••• 
ualk!iaMns' •*•<*•>^••••••»•*••>••, 

Figure 9: sponsor - Das große Oxford Wörterbuch 
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We would not include notes on German culture, since this, again, is not the remit of the 
English dictionary for German speakers. This meant that the space on the German-English 
side could be used to deal with problems of encoding, for example, usage notes which help 
the user distinguish between possible translations appear at the German entry. 

2u^achsi 1 i<sft**n)ui\i ifůi    Zua i\tu(rm>e' 
a>   fLftr>w tlu  •>/    iSr*<jAJfii  frnr^n*^l   •• al* 
i4  fi v>k  • •   »u ii\ 

F5rsiIy ffn?fir4ít«fa•»v«tenv«rwwícl a*n^im 
(¡p • •«• f * ^v>ti t >• nrtf>« v t r M< mt*nt « í *x '• i 
t•   ltr*HW4t     i«fiyr5«^rtykik¿   ••   •  flt^^ïj^t 
R <a^w í íifíivř %t hrst t>*srtrubi f «• «••••••• 
S •41 u«(>i*•* B<4f(tJ t,%2; >*••••••••*•\ 

2iS>4'faat ft<<t *-itbfui>rr> a n'">iM 'mai 
t¡h i 'A» 'mn fc.r"ir<>bMtk A Pr*ï4« \ti) < 
*••••\!«4 1*•«*•• nr-^**l f*i rs3'v*n**Ot iJl 
*i iu í* i( t ri « í ••*••*„ w/ *f« ( «r<1» « *< n 
*   n<,(i |i*v*IVT i*) HivtrtK<t*nfr^nfv 

Figure 10: zunächst - Das große Oxford Wörterbuch 

Grammatical notes which give more detailed explanations than is possible within the normal 
scope of an entry clearly belong on the German 'encoding' side, but they would only be 
included if they were perceived as problematic for the German speaker. Other notes point 
out numerous pitfalls in using a particular word. One innocuous-looking word 'Mal' which 
in itself seems to translate quite unproblematically - 'time' in the sense of 'occasion', 
nächstes/letztes Mal = next/last time, etc. - actually causes numerous problems when used in 
expressions with 'zum ersten, zweiten, letzten' and so on - phrases such as 'Ich mache das 
nicht zum ersten Mal' or Heute singt sie zum letzten Mal'. This we felt worthy of special 
treatment in a usage box which would draw attention to the difficulty and show the learner 
how to construct natural sentences in English.  

versích* í»í igr öbemtfung ••• ,.am eiïttsî. *witsn> 
•••• •• •••? M •• Vzat •••« &til ftfcr TW& u thv 
ftrst lytte that rvftbeen •••• ' 2vjn &¿••• &iai in the< 
•••••••&•&•••••••! TMitottres*wdtuw.< 
dmwimertttttítíjpfejiaíhBjífhMtFnovrr Stegemum 
»»*•řwe.WoíSAiKTiiteíiawUjWtíraeUedies 
mm sávfir - Mnr%?ti xtsht .tíe ?•» lnzwi •1 míf&r 
íätfíBraifcn»tT»wwiiíí»ti»tftsttäín»5h0g<»$i?a$í38e. 
•• ••• •••• zweì ,toiurn ••• teaaem Mal •• thm 

gemv&tm. Tï• &st öaje ï agöko tu hŁra was •••• >ear» 
aíaL/ifcaíaspofcetohuntwojíMmíagfi <twtVuIfym,tter 
VöråwJaiiHzt tzm ìemm MaIukavwar*wteanathat 
vm fesï ft«i• 3o& yeara agft 

Figure 11: Mal - Das große Oxford Wörterbuch 

9. Vocabulary-building 
Vocabulary-building is a feature which perhaps might be considered less essential in a 
bilingual dictionary, since the user always has the opportunity to look up individual items 
and theoretically build up a collection of related vocabulary. However, research in the 
market again showed that there is a need for 'synonyms' which we attempt to satisfy, 
however queasy the lexicographer may feel about the term. Whatever misgivings we have 
about the existence or not of true synonyms, we know that German students are encouraged 
to widen their vocabulary by learning 'synonyms' and are tested in their fmal exams on then- 
ability to find other expressions for lexical items in the exam texts.   We have therefore 
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included on the English side, pointers to related vocabulary indicated by the ]SYNJ and fr3PPJ 
symbols, and to further assist them in their essay-writing at this level, we have, also included 
a series ofboxes on the kind oflanguage which helps them organize the arguments oftheir 
essays with variations on each theme to allow them to broaden their repertoire. 

iirel*ir   f»4í}j<Aní£fí¡ 
V(Ji\>t »sr 

ftRm\c «ř 

s mti^t*Htnuk}\ 

' ÍmTortarmga*p«,H(,aťrtpir,«repoinf 
* íírsr 'rf ail á." f*v wank y u alt ň r 'vmmg Au^rst 

••&••• tcft ••• *if<?a a<u*Kv>n te St<- ••.••••«•• 
*SX& 

* i<i ođi *f m&oBhcia?ffi tet *&*#&* •• so»w ťwcA 
i>W«Wi£>iAf«fifł ••»••*•&•»*^*•»- *#frW^PffiPft 
AT,HfaK-rgruno îlïn OvMchtP¿, >••••• 

* ft <•»• íť Vuftxí of tíw <wtia*f ;•••• íÄť* <*wrP dfífí> • 
tUí.m to> b>' a,tffp"&iuffiSif?i> fti*>wii m ¿i&w •«•*• 
Bf«»tff %Wftfe>H> 'fftV, tiiíNť KtJJiÌP ^Mit *3if< ti rCitiíP 
^bífifírflwíL 

* ?ŕ<ŕreoŕWíínáíWAwLÍ« Äft^, r*ri*4t •8••»•»• 
i&<? «}VÍ> m*> t,4» ^ib* ••• Vschtoi** tííMŕm *i<ł 
Kife(<'naifiLew*>iii4i<itii*Sf^^'iiPi*'">*t*rn 

Figure 12: firstly - Das große Oxford Wörterbuch 

10. Conclusion 
rf bilingual dictionaries have been shunned in the English language classròom in recent 
decades, the reason must lie in part with the obsession with communicative methods and the 
attempts to ban the L1 from the learning situation. However, the fact that the dictionaries 
available to learners, inasmuch as they were most likely to be cut-down versions of the big 
four-way dictionaries, were not in any way tailored to their needs was a contributory factor 
to the bilingual dictionary's deserved poor image among teachers. Now, the tide would 
seem to be turning. The exclusion of L1 from the foreign language classroom is no longer 
seen as necessarily desirable and a role is seen for the mother tongue. This is an opportunity 
for bilingual dictionaries to come out from under the desk (for the truth is that they have 
always been used, albeit without the blessing of the teacher) and to play a part as a valuable 
pedagogical tool. To fulfil this purpose, they must be conceived from the start as learner's 
dictionaries, with specific users in mind to whom they can give focused help. 
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